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HELLO ONCE AGAIN 
LOYAL READERS! 
In this issue we talk about all 
the changes that have taken 
place for this year - for better or 
for worse. From Bank One 
changing to Chase to CTA and 
Metra changing their fares. 
And, we say goodbye to 
Marshall Field's and hello to 
Macy's. We have photos of the 
Marshall Field's windows inside 
-check it out! 
Is Avian flu a big concern? NE 
Reporter Devin Ross gets 
indepth about how teens can 
stay safe. 
NE had it's first celebrity inter-
view with Nicole Richie! Pretty 
cool, huh? Our reporter, 
Whitney Helm asked her the 
tough questions and talked 
about her new book. 
Enjoy the issue and we wel-
come any comments or feed-
back. 
Send questions and concerns 
to Lenox Magee @ 
lenox@ newexpression.org. 
Also, if you're interested in 
being apart of our amazing 
staff, send us an email - we 
would love to have you! 
From the NE family to yours 
have a Happy 
Christmahanukwanzkahl !! 
Happy Holidays! 
We hope you enjoy this month's 
issue! 
Natalia Santillan 
Editor-in-Chief 
editor@ newexpression.org 
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New Security 
Procedures in the 
Airports 
After ·september 11 , there have been many new 
procedures rmplanted mto the secunty of the 
United States m order to protect !herr crllzens. 
However, there are some changes m the system. 
One of the changes made would be that small 
tools can be allowed; such as scrssors. The 
announcement has been made by the 
Transportatron Secunty Administration (TSA) on 
Friday, December 2, 2005. The administratron 
offrcrally announced changes m the screemng 
process at the natronis commercial arrports 
Though small scrssors can be allowed into the arr-
ports, there would be more random passenger 
checks. The new changes would go mto effect on 
December 22nd. The new procedures would be a 
new way to enter the new year and m trme for the 
holiday season. Before the changes were officral-
ly announced, managers of the airports were fore-
warned of the new changes in a conference call 
The mam reason of why the new change was 
implanted was so that the main focus of the secu-
rity would be on more dangerous items, such as 
explosrves. The scrssors have to be less than four 
inches and tools should be less than seven inch-
es. Other tools longer than seven inches long, 
tools wrth cuttmg edges, bludgeons, crowbars. 
hammers, saws, and dnlls are still prohrbited m 
the arrcraft. There are approxrmately 18,000 arr-
port screeners, so far, that are berng trarned rn 
detecting explosives. 
Other changes in the procedures would include 
the body search. The pat-down procedures cur-
rently searches the passengersf backs and 
abdomens. With the new change, the passen-
gers would also be checked down the arms and 
legs below the mid-thigh. The only exception of 
this new procedure is when the person has bare 
skin or tight clothing that would make it obvrous 
that there is nothrng concealed. TSA would make 
sure, if needed, that rf the passenger would like, a 
person of the same gender searching them, that 
will be allowed. 
The TSA confirmed that the random searched 
would not be based on race, age, religion or 
nationality. The TSA and the managers assured 
that the new procedures would not result in an 
increase in waiting times. There are some dis-
agreements in the upcoming change, including 
senators because the new law defies what 
America has laid down for safety since 9/11 . 
Bird Flu Outbreak in Ukraine 
The news has been everywhere, the world's next 
eprdemrc The news of the brrd flu traveled really 
qurckly around the world. The most recent out-
break was in Ukrame Ukrarne has declared a 
of emergency rn the Cnmea penmsula and is 
tryrng to stop the very frrst outbreak of 
brrd flu All of the poultry rn the regrons have 
slaughtered and five vrllages have been 
under quarantine. The death of the 1,600 
rnnm<>Crtl' brrds In the area has been confirmed 
that there was an exrstence of the H5 vrrus. The samples have been sent to 
Bntam and Italy for further study. The rntenor mrnrstry is sendmg rts troops out 
to secure the areas that have been affected, accordrng to Ukramran televisron. 
People that have came into contact wrth the mfected brrds and geese are 
being closely momtored. 
Concerning the Gaming Business 
Mmors cannot purchase alcohol, tobacco, and drugs Wrth the new law that 
was suggested by the llhnors' governor, the honorable Rod Blagojevrch, 
mrnors will not be able to purchase vrdeo games that are too vrolent, contarn 
sex, or pornography. Teenagers under 16 years old wrll need parental con-
sent m order to buy a vrdeo game U.S Drstrict Court Judge Matthew Kennelly 
ruled on December 2, 2005, that lllinors' restnctrons are unconstrtutronal and 
barred the state from enforcrng the law Those for the law argued that chrl-
dren and potentral future leaders are being harmed by the contrnence of expo-
sure to games where the characters go on krlhng sprees or sexual escapades 
Those agamst passing the law defended themselves by argurng that the law 
would be a restnctron of free speech Even though the law drd not pass, 
Blagojevrch says he would keep on tryrng and the law would eventually be 
passed to protect thrs generatron and the future generatron from harm 
British gay couples apply for civil unions 
Lesbran and gay couples who braved the 
cold winter weather across the UK 
Monday mornrng have become the first peo-
ple to take advantage of the Crvll 
Partnership Act. Hundreds of couples 
queued at regrster offrces to state therr 
rntentron to have a crvrl partnershrp, which 
gives the same rights and responsibilities as 
heterosexual marriage. The new laws came 
rnto force at mrdmght and were celebrated 
by the majority of same-sex couples as one 
of the most important legal changes affect-
rng lesbian and gay people. The moment 
was marked by a large projection of two 
grooms on the srde of the House of 
Parliament. After regrstenng therr partner-
ships, couples must wait at least 15 days 
before holding a ceremony. The first cere-
monies will take place in Brighton and Hove 
at 8 a.m .. the earliest lime the register office 
can open for use. 
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by Tywanna Lesley 
John Hope College Prep 
In a big and busy city, like Chicago, 
transportation is essential for everyday 
activities, such as school, work, and/or to 
simply enjoy yourself. The two most pop-
ular means of transportation for teens are 
automobiles, and public transportation. 
Teens who own cars have already 
experienced the headache of high 
gas prices; now teens without 
cars must experience the 
headache of high bus, 
"L" train, and 
metra fares 
starting on 
January 1st of 
2006 for the CTA 
and February 1st of 
2006 for Metra. 
According to the CTA press 
release, the 2006 budget 
includes an operating budget of 
$1.037 billion - an increase of 
$40.6 million, or 4.1 percent, high-
er than 2005 - that includes a public 
funding level of $524 million. 
Customers who pay cash for bus and rail 
fares with Transit Cards will have to pay 
an additional 25 cents, for a total fare of 
$2.00. In addition, there will no longer be 
an issuance of transit cards to those who 
pay with cash. Thus, meaning, those cus-
tomers must pay $2.00, every ride on the 
CTA. 
"I feel that it's wrong to raise bus fares. 
Instead of raising fares they should pro-
vide more buses on the South Side. 
There are not enough buses to transport 
students and workers," said Angela Hunt, 
17 -year-old student from John Hope 
College Prep. 
Stated by the CTA press release, the $5 
purchase fee for Chicago Card and 
Chicago Card Plus will be waived from 
December 1, 2005, through the first quar-
ter of 2006 as an additional incentive for 
customers to switch from cash. 
CTA fares will not increase for cus-
tomers who pay bus and rail fares using 
Chicago Card and Chicago Card Plus. 
They will still be able to use transit cards 
for an additional 25 cents. Nothing will 
change for customers using the magnetic 
strip transit cards, such as, 7 day or 30 
days passes, as well as for students 
using Reduced Fare cards. 
Reported by CTA, the reason 
for the 2006 budget is to pay 
for the increase in cost for 
fuel , healthcare, claims, 
and litigation expenses. 
"Although CTA's fund-
ing problem has not 
been resolved, the 
cash fare 
increase, cost 
efficiency ini-
tiatives and inter-
im transfer of capital 
funds to operating will 
enable the CTA to get 
through 2006 with a balanced 
budget and provide time for state 
officials to work on funding for the 
region's public transit," said Chicago 
Transit Board Chairman Carole Brown. 
Some customers feel that they shouldn't 
be responsible for CTA funding prob-
lems. 
"I'm mad about the new budget because 
it's not our fault that they're in debt and 
may have a shortage in resources. We 
shouldn't have to suffer because of 
them," said Hunt. 
Those who take both the metra and the bus 
will be affected by the increase, doubly. 
Metra, just like CTA, is also raising their 
fare prices. Unlike CTA, the increase is 
not too expensive. There will only be a 
5% increase of the current fare. 
Although the increase isn't massive, 
some customers are still affected by the 
change, especially those who take the 
bus, as well as the train. Megan Holmes, 
16, who attends John Hope College 
Prep, is upset over the increase for both 
metra and the CTA because it's more 
money she will have to spend. 
"I'm mad because I have to ask for more 
money from my mother," said Holmes. 
"The money should go toward buses that 
are broken down and for comfortable 
seating. They want the customers to 
spend more money, but we're receiving a 
bad quality of service." 
According to a Metra spokesman, all 
customers do not feel this way. 
"A series of public hearings find that most 
customers understand," said the 
spokesman. "There is a small deficit in 
the budget. The increase will help fill in 
the budget deficit due to the increase in 
fuel and security cost." 
You lllink Yottre funrcy? 
Do you have funny comic strips 
or drawings you would like to 
see published? 
BANK ONE TURNING INTO CHASE 
by Devin Ross 
Walter Payton 
Dunng the f1rst week of November, 330 
Bank One branches across the city of 
Ch1cago changed the1r names to 
Chase , as well as, 1,200 ATMs. Th1s is 
an effect of JPMorgan Chase and 
Company buying the company last 
year. 
Bank One often referred to as "The 
First National Bank of Chicago" was 
founded by Edmund Aiken . He was the 
only member and President of Aiken 
and Norton, a private bankmg f1rm. He 
remamed pres1dent from 1863-1867. 
On May 1st, 1863 the coporat1on 
chosed the name "The First Nat1onal 
Bank of Chicago"years later, on 
October 2nd , 1998, the merger of 
Bane one coropration and First 
National Bank of Chicago became 
effective. The combmed company was 
named Bank One Corporation . The 
merger was otfically announced on 
April 13th, 1998 which created the 
5th largest bank holfing company, w1th 
assets of more than $240 billion . BANK 
ONE was a major corporate bank 
nat1onally and international markets in 
11 foreign countnes, the nation's sec-
ond-largest cred1t card company, the 
leading retail bank in eight states, the 
leading business bank in the M1dwest 
and Arizona, and the third-largest bank 
mutual fund company. 
With all the success of Bank One, it 
was a surpise when JPMorgan Chase 
announced on July 1, 2004 that 1t was 
merging w1th Bank One. Just nine 
months before Bank One had been the 
subject of an investigative report by 
History Associates Incorporated (HAl) 
of Rockville Maryland which linked the 
bank to slavery . The project was 
prompted by a Chicago ordinance 
requiring companies that conduct busi-
ness with the c1ty to disclose any his-
torical connections to slavery. The 
mvestigat1on mvolved searching for 
nineteenth century records relating to 
hundreds of JPMorgan Chase and 
Bank One ancestors. In particular, HAl 
researchers focused on two Louisiana 
banks, C1t1zens Bank of Lou1s1ana and 
Canal Bank, whose fates eventually 
became entwmed w1th Bank One and 
JPMorgan Chase . 
In the week of the fifteenth of October, the 
Bank One Plaza downtown, located at 10 
S. Dearborn Street, mstalled a new sign at 
the top readmg "Chase" in large well -lit let -
ters. The bu1ldmg will now be known as 
Chase Tower. 
Many customers that have been relymg on 
Bank One for years may not be qu1te 
affected by the change , smce all of the 
card benefits, account numbers, and recur-
ring bill payments are kept the same. 
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by My-Phuong Ly 
Northside College Prep 
Imagine: hearing people lose their homes and 
being grateful that there is a roof above one's 
head. 
Imagine: praying every single night for the 
people that lost everything they owned, pray-
ing for those people to find the will to continue 
to survive. 
Imagine: seeing where your home and memo-
ries once were, is a pile of the remains of your 
home. 
Imagine: losing love ones to something you 
cannot control. 
Reality Check: Natural disasters are happen-
ing all around the world, all of this including 
the recent earthquake in Pakistan. The earth-
quake was an incredible 7.6 on the Richter 
scale and had reached to neighboring coun-
tries. Effects of the earthquake included the 
collapse of many important buildings, the loss 
of schools, and the loss of homes. The loss of 
homes happened to more than three million 
individuals, left them homeless without a glim-
mer of hope. The current death toll is at 73 
thousand. One of very many tragic events 
occurred at a school. At the time of the earth-
quake, students were inside the school build-
Earthquake 
ing learning their daily lessons. When the 
earthquake came, the building shattered and 
collapsed upon the children at the scene. 
Approximately 400 children were found killed 
and buried alive at their site of learning. Some 
villages have been entirely wiped out, with no 
traces of any human activity and homes were 
shattered. 
Though the event happened on the morning of 
October 17th, a few months ago, the tragedy is 
still affecting people around the world; it has 
captured the attention and the sympathy of the 
world. The United Kingdoms has given £33m 
for immediate relief and has promised an addi-
tional £70m that would aid in long-term proj-
ects. Pakistan's president, Pervez Musharraf, 
has estimated that Pakistan would need at 
least 5.2 billion (equivalent to £3bn) to recover 
from the disaster. 3.5 billion would be used for 
reconstruction, 1.5 billion for various relief 
services, and 100 million for rehabilitation. It 
has been estimated that the devastation 
caused in Pakistan and neighboring countries 
would take more than a decade to repair. 
According to the World Food Programme, 
about half a million people in remote areas 
have not received any aid at all. Problems that 
have blocked aid to villages are landslides that 
have blocked roads; the tremors have caused 
extreme damage to electricity, water, and tele-
phone services. Many of the homeless people 
that survive have to sleep out in the cold and 
this may result in diseases that can be carried 
quickly from one individual to another. There 
has been warning on a potential water-borne 
disease (cholera) epidemic and without the aid 
necessary; the illness would spread quickly 
and could kill hundreds of people if left untreat-
ed and allowed to spread. So far, diseases 
like gastro-enteritis and malaria has been 
caught because of the poor conditions for the 
victims after the quake and the build-up of 
dead bodies (which contains harmful bacteria 
and viruses that can be spread quickly) in the 
area. 
All hope was not lost. Immediate attention 
was given to the places that needed the most 
help. The generosity of the people may cause 
a temporary union between India and 
Pakistan. Ordinary individuals helped all that 
they can to aid the victims of the earthquake, 
whether it be raising money or helping pass 
out rations. These actions have not seen since 
the 1965 war against India which have united 
the nation and they will have significant politi-
cal implications. Within hours of a news broad-
cast, doctors from Karachi and Lahore set up 
medical camps to help as many victims as 
they can in the areas most affected by the 
• 1n Pakistan 
earthquake. Blankets, food, and money were 
raised throughout the world for the relief. 
However, the most extraordinary work to aid 
the victims were done by students and 
teenagers around the world. The world's 
largest student complex, Beaconhouse, uses 
its campus with the help of thousands of stu-
dents and staff members to pack and send 
relief goods and also fundraised themselves. 
An impressive aid was lead by The Lahore 
University of Management Sciences, the top 
business school in Pakistan, has sent their 
'Trekking and Adventure Society' members to 
the villages that has been cut off by landslides. 
The amazing thing was that they arrived there 
days before any military assistance showed 
up. They also raised an equivalent to 
$167,000. Students living abroad have sent 
money for relief effort and doctors studying 
abroad are going to help wherever they are 
needed. In the U.S., the President's Relief 
funds have donated approximately $100 mil-
lion but private citizens have donated from 
$500 million to $1 billion for aid. A major prob-
lem about this issue is regarding how the aid is 
being sent to Pakistan and other neighboring 
countries in need of help. In Washington, 
unless the goods have been specifically 
marked "President's Relief Fund," it would be 
very hard for the relief goods to reach their 
desired place in time. 
Though there has been international help for 
the disaster, there are also local help within 
Chicago. At Lane Tech, the Pakistani Club held 
a benefit to help victims of the earthquake. 
Their event was to have bands such as The 
Trends, Stoop, and Metrovox. The concert was 
held November 18, 2005 at 7:00 pm with tick-
ets selling at $5 each. 
It is planned that over the next six months, aid 
agencies will try to rebuild communities that 
were struck by the earthquake. The agencies 
would also be providing temporary services for 
the survivors. A major organization that is 
accepting donations can be reached at: 
UNICEF- www. unicefusa.org 
Save the Children- www.savethechildren.org 
Care USA- www.careusa.org 
To find more information on how you can con-
tribute to the cause, please visit the websites 
above. 
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NO Smoking Policy 
Chicago 
• 1n 
by My-Phuong Ly 
Northside College Prep 
In the year 2005, the idea of not havmg a 
smoking ban in Ch1cago's restaurants have 
given a stir of excitement. On both Sides 
of law, there are those that are supportmg 
the ban in all areas all the way and the 
other group is stubbornly w1shmg that the 
ban is not going to be passed. Ch1cago 1s 
not the first place to have the smokmg ban 
taken place. Los Angeles started the 
trend, New York City followed, Boston was 
third in line. Now, Chicago is jommg the 
group. 
If the policy was to be passed, the law 
would take effect on April 1st, 2006. The 
earliest conference IS planned to be held 
on November 30th where the City Council 
committee would vote on the subject. In 
order for this ban to take place, 26 mem-
bers are needed for full Council approval 
of the ban. 
Before this law, entirely banning smoking 
in bars and restaurants was the Chicago 
Clean Indoor Air Ordmance. The Illinois 
Clean Air Act became effective on January 
9, 1990. It restricted smoking in posted 
smoking places like restaurants , museums, 
libraries, and educational buildings. The 
Act does not apply to bars, hotels, taxi 
cabs, and places where the entire premis-
es is used for a pnvate social function . 
The Ordinance basically banned smoking 
in all public places except in des1gnated 
smoking areas. Since 1994, Chicago 
restaurants have been required to have at 
least 30 percent of their tables for non-
smokers. When their city licenses are 
renewed, they must declare themselves 30 
percent smoke-free, 50 percent anti-smok-
ing, or ban smoking entirely. 
Chairman Ed Smith, of ward 28, is the 
main advocate for the bill . The bill would 
be an extension from the Chicago Clean 
Indoor Air Ordinance, smoking would be 
permitted in public walkways and non-
enclosed outdoor spaces like Millennium 
Park, Taste of Chicago and Navy P1er. 
The mam obstacle for the law to be 
passed would be the ban on smoking 1n 
bars, pubs, taverns, etc. Th1s 1s also 
where most of the controversy of the topic 
is at. The mam concernmg issues for 
busmess owners are the busmess aspect 
and not the health port1on. The owners of 
pubs and restaurants are saymg that the 
economy would drastically decrease 
because millions of workers rely on havmg 
a JOb related to smokmg areas. Another 
reason would be that the owners should 
have a right to saymg what the1r places 
would provide, smce they could only prof1t 
by sat1sfymg the customers. 
Since one-third or more of most bars and 
restaurants already have places designat-
ed for non-smokers, a heavy Impact on the 
business 1s not expected Most bars 
and/or restaurants connected w1th bars 
have mvested in a well-ventilated 
cooling/heatmg system where the smoke 
would not travel the non-smokmg area 
Instead of having an 1mmed1ate ban takmg 
place, the plan would be to have a SIX-
month phase w1th the effect1ve date on 
April 1st (two weeks after St Patnck Day) 
Instead of hav1ng the ban w1th1n 25 feet of 
building entrances, the distance would 
decrease to ten feet. 
For those businesses afraid of havmg per-
manent lower profits, Chicago would also 
have a "hardship exception" for restaurants 
and bars that have the proof to prove sales 
have dropped by 15 percent after one 
smoke-free year. Those restaurants would 
qualify for a one-year "non-renewable " 
exemption when smoking would be permit-
ted, but only if they create a designated 
smoking area composed of "no more than 
25 percent" of the establishment's total 
square footage that's "phys1cally separat-
ed" from all other areas w1th a "self-closing 
door.' 
There are other groups that are following 
the policy. One such group would be 
Coleman/Natarus Ordmance. They offered 
a comprom1se. titled the "Tobacco Use 
L1cense", wh1ch states that restaurants and 
bars that wants to allow smokmg 1n the1r 
premises, they must obtam a spec1al per-
mit through the Department of Busmess 
Licenses and Affa1rs The license pnce 
would range dependmg on the mcome of 
the busmess Th1s comprom1se was 
bought up by 42nd Ward Aid Burton 
Natarus. Another try for m1ddle ground 
was bought up by Aid Thomas Tunney of 
the 44th Ward hop1ng to allow smoking 1n 
bars and restaurants after 9 p.m 
II you would l1ke to vo1ce your op1mon on 
the maller. please ca/1311. Thts hot/me 
can be used lor anythmg you would /Jke to 
have a vo1ce at concernmg the c1ty. To 
lmd more mlormatton on the orgamzaiJons 
that support oppose the ban. please go to 
the lollowmg sties. www lreech1cago. org. 
Th1s stte 1s lor those who oppose the ban. 
•http:/WWW smoke!reech1cago. com· 
www smokelreech1cago. com are lor those 
that supports the ban. 
I 
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by Vince Dixon 
Gwendolyn Brooks 
~ State Street's Marshall Field's, the 
~ elaborate Chicago department store 
~ everyone knows and loves, will 
w undergoe a slight change 1n the new 
year as the location's name will be 
converted from Marshall Field's to 
Macy's. 
~ 
Q) 
z 
The name change is part of several 
new modifications announced just 
months after Federated Department 
Stores Inc. acquired all Fields stores 
when they merged with the May 
Department Stores Company last 
August. The State Street store , as 
well as 61 other Marshall Field's loca-
tions from what the company will call 
the "Macy's North" division, will con-
vert as the season changes in 2006. 
"We have great respect for the legacy 
and traditions of Marshall Field's, • 
said Federated's Chairman Terry 
Lundgren in a September press 
release . "While the stores ' name will 
change, much of what the customers 
love will stay the same." 
The store's infamous green clock and 
"Marshall Field's" name plaque will 
remain on the corner of the building . 
Annual traditions such as the holiday 
window displays and charitable 
events will continue each year. 
According to Lundgren, many job 
positions will also remain . 
"It makes no sense, • says Share II 
Douglas, 16. "Why can't we just keep 
our Marshall F1eld 's? It's going to be 
the same stuff in the store anyway. • 
However, Lundgren claims that more 
brands and cheaper items will be 
placed in the new stores, which may 
increase sales . 
"We believe that contiunuing to build 
Macy's and Bloommgdales's aggres-
sively across America will accelerate 
our comp sales performance and 
increase profitability, • said Lundgren. 
"We will begin buying and planning 
Macy's assortments this October, so 
goods are in stores during the third 
quarter of 2006. • 
Though, the reaction of many 
Chicago citizens, who grew up know-
ing the 153 year-old department store 
by its original name, are not all posi-
tive. Many claim that the name 
change brings memories of other 
familiar Chicago sites that also 
underwent name changes, such as 
the Comiskey/ U.S Cellular Field con-
version . 
"That's horrible because [Field's] is 
like our Landmark," says southsider 
Sable Woods . 
Residents such as Woods agree. 
The city has proposed that the build-
ing be officially declared a landmark. 
Lundgren supports the proposal. 
Many feel that they may not be 
enough with sites such as 
Keepitfields .org a11d others pleading 
that Chicagoans stand up and pre-
vent the change. 
Still , Lundgren has already estimated 
that 1 billion dollars be spent for the 
name change and new Macy's divi-
sion regions that will soon be creat-
ed . Federate will also use the funds 
to convert three May stores into 
Bloomingdales. With the support of 
the Mayor, the company will continue 
with its plans. 
"[Customers] will continue to benefit 
from regional buying that remains 
attuned to local preferences and 
lifestyles, • sa1d Lundgren in a press 
release. "From a shopping stand-
point, costumers will have the best of 
both worlds." 
Last Holiday Window Display for 
Field's 
Though it w1ll no longer be known as 
Marshall Field's, the famous Holiday 
Windows will continue to be presented 
annually. Each year, the store delights us 
with 11 fascinatmg, part1ally mechan1cal 
window displays; each a chapter to a well 
known classic. This year, catch 
"Cinderella, • the last Windows story 
under the Field's name. Here are a few 
highlights: 
Pictures from aviso.net 
See more of the last Marshall Field's 
window display on pg. 16 
news 
AVIAN FLU: A BIG CONCERN?? 
by Devin Ross 
Walter Payton College Prep 
A round this time last year, the main 
concern was getting the influenza virus 
shot. There was fear that the influenza 
was going to spread like the previous 
years of 1957 and 1968, in which the 
pandemics killed an average of 52,000 
people. This year, the main viral con-
cern is a type of avian flu, otherwise 
known as the bird flu. 
There are 16 varieties of avian 
influenza known to man. The bird flu, 
which is the only avian flu that has the 
aptitude to pass from one human to 
another, has recently spread from 
Southeast Asia to China, Russia, and 
Europe. The strand of the flu that has 
reached the human race is known as 
H5N1. It was first exposed to humans 
in 1997 in Hong Kong when six people 
died of the v1rus. However, it cannot 
pass readily from human to human 
quite yet. It also can't be passed by 
eating poultry that has been infected. 
In Hong Kong 11 was determined that 
the source of the infection was caused 
by direct contact between poultry and 
human·s. Once th1s was discovered, 
health officials arranged the killings of 
1 .5 million birds. 
More recently, m Indonesia just this 
year, one man and two women died of 
the H5N1 strand of the virus. None of 
them had been exposed to live poultry. 
Now, in November, the virus has hit 
Canada. Officials found the source of 
the flu in a duck that was on a farm, 
and the whole farm of poultry was 
exterminated. 
The main concern now is if the avian 
flu really 1s that big of a threat to the 
human race. According to the World 
Health Organization (WHO), 11 is hard 
to pred1ct when the next pandemic will 
occur. If one happens to appear, the 
compan1es that are producing the vac-
Cine won't be able to manufacture 
them m large quantities. Also, seniors 
and younger children will be the most 
susceptible to the virus. 
When asked about the avian flu 
spreading around and possibly becom-
mg a threat, it didn't seem to be that 
much of a concern to many. 
Farooq Janjua, a sophomore at 
Walter Payton College Prep said, "I've 
heard about the bird flu, but I'm not 
particularly worried about it. I don't 
know that much about it." 
Another sophomore at Walter Payton 
College Prep also said he's not worried 
that 11 w1ll spread and kill a large sum 
of people . 
"I 'm not particularly worried about it 
spreading until the strand actually 
mutates more," Clayton Weimers, 15, 
stated . 
Students had m1xed feelings about 
the readmess of the vaccine being 
able to be sh1pped out or if it truly kills 
the v1rus Leo Reyes, 16, who attends 
Whitney Young Magnet High School, 
says that he would take the vaccme 
even if he wasn't sure that it would 
make him better. 
"I think that since they found the 
strand in 1997, they should have a 
vaccine for this type of flu by now," 
said Gabriel Perez, 15, who also 
attends Payton College Prep. 
Cases of the avian flu in humans have 
not been detected anywhere in the 
United States, but has been found in 
poultry in New Jersey and Delaware. 
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How to Easily Earn Money 
for College and not Waste 
Time 
by Vince Dixon 
Gwendolyn Brooks 
According to Collegeboard.com, a non-profit College organization, 
the average tuition cost for a four-year college or university has risen 
to $21 ,000 per year. Most public and elementary and high school 
education is pretty cheap, with CPS high schools are asking for a 
couple of hundred dollars for school fees and supplies and many 
elementary schools that don't ask for money at all. 
However, the cost of college tuition continues to rise nearly 5% each 
year, which to many, such as I, is ridiculous. It is very simple for 
young suburbanites, whose parents make $100,000 a year to attend 
the university of dreams with little worry of cost and student loans, 
though it is a little harder for low-income inner-city kids who are 
often forced to settle with cheap in-state universities or small col-
leges that they would rather not attend or offer them the same expe-
rience, opportunities or education than larger schools. Which is why 
many students turn to grants and scholarships. 
Some very dedicated teenagers are known to have earned so many 
free scholarships and grants that their families pay little to nothing 
for college. I once thought this was possible, but soon learned that 
the process, the search and time that goes into searching for such 
money can often be drawn out, tedious and stressful. It is also dis-
couraging to know that you must spend hours and days writing 
essays and making deadlines for complicated contests that are 
almost impossible to win and that only grant you a few dollars, while 
richer teens just as intelligent as you simply prance through college 
doors just because you're poor. Well, here are a few tips that you 
can do to allow money for college come to you so you too can sit 
back and focus on school and not worry about paying for 
college. 
Speak with your Counselor. Counselors can be very 
helpful when it comes to scholarship information. In my 
experience, I have noticed that many counselors hold useful 
information (i.e. scholarships and grants). Many will not 
inform students of the money unless they are asked due to 
the popularity of the scholarship or its limited qualifications. 
Keep your eyes and ears open. Sometimes schools 
post notices and flyers about scholarships in an office or the 
facility. Television, radio and billboards also hold spots for 
scholarship programs and organizations, but they are not 
always obvious. You may find some in this paper. 
Take the PLAN and PSAT seriously. Not only are 
these test to prepare you for the ACT and SAT, their 
creators often send students[ results (good or bad) to 
colleges and scholarship organizations that offer 
money. 
Write to colleges. Write to the colleges of your 
choice and ask them about their scholarship programs 
and grants. Universities sometimes offer financial aid 
to those that qualify. 
Join sports, clubs and activities. Extracurricular 
activities, and especially sports, can often offer schol-
arships to those wtio' stay dedicated. Scholarship 
organizations, colleges and universities also offer 
money to those that stay committed to a unique after-
school activity or sport. 
Search for Programs. Today, there are dozens of 
programs and city organizations dedicated to helping 
young teens and middle class, "inner-city youth" find 
their calling and stay active. There seems to be a spe-
cific organization or program for every career choice 
or hobby. There can be money available to those that 
join. 
Prepare and do well on the ACT and SAT. 
Though, colleges may not rely solely on your score, 
many scholarship holders do. There's lots of money 
available to "smart" students. Don't feel discouraged if 
you're not the best test taker. 
Keep those pamplets. You know those "How to" 
high school magazines you see around the school's 
office or that you receive during division. Or what 
about the irritating college brochures that ask you to 
return a postcard for free information. Save them. 
Though you may not find anything through first 
glance. There are often valuable tips and or scholar-
ship advertisings hidden within them. 
Get good Grades. Current High Schools and organ-
izations offer student scholarships to straight "A" 
honor students, but don't worry if you don't meet the 
bar. Scholarships are also available to students with 
low grades and good test scores. 
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Bush pushes Immigration reform c 
"' 
by My-Phuong Ly 
Northside College Prep 
Bush recently made a plan on the immigration 
policy. Bush's new plan 1ncludes a guest wor1<-
er place of fore1gners, an Increase 1n the policy 
of illegal immigration, and a more secure U S. 
border. Bush says that 1mm1grat1on and border 
security would be on the top of h1s agenda for 
the New Year. Pres1dent Bush believes that 
those who entered the country Illegally are 
breaking the law. He also stated that the Illegal 
immigrants 1n the commun11ies near the border 
strruns the resources of schools, hospitals, and 
law enforcement. There are also the Involve-
ment of smugglers and gangs that bnngs cnme 
1nto the neighborhood. Dunng the last week of 
November and the beginning of the December, 
Bush made appearances in Anzona and Texas. 
Bush wants to ach1eve, through h1s act, to 
return the foreigners back to their homes and 
also increase the number of temporary wor1< 
visas for those 
Bush's goal IS to catch more foreigners cross-
Ing the border while 1ncreas1ng the number of 
temporary wor1< v1sas for those who w1ll take 
JObs that Amencans are unwilling to f1ll. He 1s 
trying to appease social conservatives who 
take a hard line against illegal imm1grants and 
business leaders who want to h1re fore1gn 
laborers. 
Bush already 1ncreased the number of Border 
Patrol agents but sa1d 1n the broadcast that he 
wants the money to h1re more of them, along 
w1th h1gh-tech aenal drones and other technol-
ogy. 
"S1nce I took office we1ve Increased funding for 
border security by 60 percent. and our border 
agents have caught and sent home more than 
4 5 million 1llegal immigrants, including more 
than 350,000 Wlth cnm1nal records," he sa1d. 
"Yet we must do more to build on th1s 
progress." 
The pres1dent sa1d h1s adm1mstrallon is com-
mitted to promptly retum1ng every 1llegal Immi-
grant caught at the border Wlth no exceptions. 
"For Illegal 1mm1grants from Mex1co. we are 
wor1<1ng to expand an 1nnovat1ve program 
called Interior repatriation, 1n wh1ch those 
caught at the border are returned to the1r 
hometowns, far from the border mak1ng 1t more 
drff1cult for them to attempt another cross1ng: 
Bush sa1d. 
"Catch-and-release· for non-Mex1can Illegal 
1mm1grants, we're chang1ng the unw1se policy 
of catch-and-release to a policy of catch-and-
return, and we~re speed1ng up the removal 
process." 
Bush sa1d Congress needs to f1x weak and 
unnecessary prov1s1ons 1n U.S. 1mm1grat1on 
laws. Those include "senseless rules that 
requ1re us to release 1llegal 1mm1grants 1f the1r 
home countnes do not take them back 1n a set 
penod of lime," Bush sa1d 
Strengthening border secunty has the broadest 
support 1n Congress, and a b1ll to do so 
appears likely to move first and perhaps 
become the start1ng point for add1t1onal meas-
ures. 
Bush's des~re for a guest-wor1<er program has 
been stalled 1n Congress s1nce he proposed 11, 
although at least two competing b1lls would 
establish temporary worker v1sas 
"Comprehensive 1mm1gration reform requ1res 
us to create a new temporary wor1<er program 
that rel1eves pressure on the border. but reJects 
amnesty," Bush sa1d. 
"By creating a legal channel for w1ll1ng employ-
ers to hire Willing workers we w1ll reduce the 
number of workers try1ng to sneak across the 
border, and that would free up law enforcement 
off1cers to focus on criminals, drug dealers, ter-
ronsts, and others who mean us harm No 
amnesty 
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news 
by Natalia Santillan 
Lane Tech 
The trend of the teens today: playing the 
choking game. This "pass out" game is one 
when teenagers choke themselves or have 
their friends choke them with rope or their 
own hands; suddenly they loose the grip 
when they begin to loose their conscious-
ness, which leads to a head rush that is con-
sidered the "high" innocent buzz. 
Basically, teenagers cut off the oxygen the 
brain needs. The consequences of this game 
are dangerous; many have become injured 
and/or paralyzed and others have died. This 
game is also known by the names of Space 
Monkey, Knockout, Airplaning, Rising sun, 
Knock out, and Flatlining. 
In the past few months, there have been 
many reported incidents of teenagers 
between the ages of nine to fourteen dying 
because of playing the choking game. In the 
Nov 21, 2005 issue of Newsweek, the story 
of 16-year-old Jeffrey Patton from Ohio was 
published. Patton was a victim of the choking 
game and his friend Jennifer Collette, 13, 
survived. Earlier in the year, the story of 
Chelsea Dunn, a 13-year-old native of Idaho, 
another victim of this deadly game, was in 
the paper and she was found dead with a 
belt around her neck. 
In a 20/20 interview with a pediatrician, Dr. 
Thomas Andrews, Andrews stated that such 
an act can leave life-term consequences. 
There are reports of children having sus-
tained enough anoxic (lack of oxygen) brain 
damage as a result of some catastrophe 
playing the game to be permanently disabled. 
Short-term effects may still include sudden 
death - even when playing with a partner or 
group. For example, if a player has his/her 
The choking gam·e: 
getting to a ''high'' 
without the drugs and 
alcohol 
hands around a partner's neck and stimu-
lates a small mass of nerve cells, called the 
carotid bodies, the heart can be brought to a 
virtual standstill. Other short-term effects may 
be traumatic injury. There have been reports 
of emergency room visits to repair lacerations 
of the scalp, sprained wrists, and other 
injuries when a player has passed out and 
fallen against a piece of furniture or to the 
floor," said Andrews. 
The death of some of these kids may result 
in the misconception that teenagers commit 
suicide. 
An older version of this game is when 
teenagers hyperventilate, and their arms feel 
''tingly." Andrews said, "Kids have played at 
these kinds of game for generations, but that 
does not make it safe. While the risk is quite 
low, there is still the possibility of inducing 
what is called a ventricular arrhythmia (an 
electrical short-circuiting of the heart), due to 
the alteration in blood chemistries and oxy-
gen content of the blood when combining 
hyperventilation with chest compression." 
Parents nationwide are in alert and a few of 
these outraged parents are creating commu-
nities on the internet to advocate the preven-
tion of this foul play. Stop-the-choking-
game.com is an example of a website creat-
ed by Lyndi Trost to educate parents, chil-
dren, school officials, law enforcement, and 
medical examiners about this insidious activi-
ty. Trost created this website after her grand-
son participated. 
Trost's website contains over 50 names of 
children, whom died from the choking game. 
Over 20 of the names listed are the names of 
children whom have died this year. 
Monica Wldmann, a student who opposes 
this "high" after having heard and seen such 
acts in the news said, "Students do this 
because they want to get a cheap high. I 
think it's stupid. Most people who do this do it 
because their friends are doing it. I guess it's 
basically peer pressure." 
Widmann said, "I think the game is complete-
ly outrageous. It is practically like committing 
suicide." 
Parents are being encouraged to talk to their 
children about the consequences of this 
deadly game, and should proceed to do so 
quickly if they suspect any such type of activi-
ty. Some signs that parents should watch out 
for are: children keeping a rope or plastic 
bag, redness in the eyes, frequent 
headaches, and significantly large marks and 
bruises on the child's neck. 
Trost states "It is my hope that information 
will help to prevent other deaths and injury 
due to this activity." 
Another website one can look at is 
"http://teenchokinggame.com/home.html" 
The TeenChokingGame.com, which is a 
newsletter of published incidents which have 
occurred recently 
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Should American troops in Iraq 
pull out immediately? 
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By Kaya Flowers 
Lane Tech 
Yes, Amencan troops should be pulled out of 
Iraq immediately. Since 2001, troops have been 
in Iraq fighting for many causes diCtated by the 
Bush Admtnistration. At first, the tSSue was clear. 
Amenca needed to find those who were respon-
sible for the attack on our Wor1d Trade Centers 
on September 11th, 2001 However, after 
months of some success in Afghantstan search-
tng for numerous ai-Qaeda members, the focus 
was turned to Iraq. Suddenly, the AdmtniStration 
remodeled thetr reasons for war and were look-
tng for Weapons of Mass Destruction tn Iraq. 
Stnce then, thousands of troops have been 
away from their homes, famtltes, and fnends 
fighting for reasons that stJII are not clear To fur-
ther complicate matters, over 2,068 troops have 
died for thts unknown cause. The death toll rtself 
IS beyond belief. Each day of betng away from 
the familiarity of thetr homes, soldters are stuck 
tn a place where they are not welcome nor 
needed and now, rt is lime for them to come 
back home. 
What exactly is a soldters jOb tn Iraq now? 
The Bush Admintstration clatrns that they 
are bnngtng peace to the country and 
helptng Iraq set up a substantial 
government. After the election on 
December 15th, the country wtll 
have a leader and posstbly a 
state of stability. Yet how can a 
country, the Untied States, 
bring another country, Iraq, 
such security when rt is strug-
gling tn many ways rtself? Is 
rt posstble for the U.S. gov-
ernment to make more 
progress tn Iraq than they can make tn thetr own 
country? 
President Bush and his admtntstratton have thetr 
prionties about the war all mixed up. And by 
keeping soldters in the Mtddle East, they are 
unjustly nskmg many American and lraqt lives. 
By Withdrawing from Iraq as soon as posstble, 
America wtll be giving the country tts own inde-
pendence back and bnngtng home the ttme and 
focus Amenca desperately needs. 
To pursue thts goal of tmprovtng Iraq, rt would be 
best to leave the country now after we have 
already taken over and changed so much of tl 
Reallsttcally, Amencan mtlttary wtll no longer be 
needed after the December 15th elections tn 
Iraq. From that pomt on, Iraq should be able and 
allowed to handle rtself and protect rts land on rts 
own. No one can say that Iraq wtll never have a 
stable government after Saddam Hussein was 
thrown out because no one has ever Witnessed 
rt. All we can do IS Withdraw from the country 
and leave rt to flourish on rts own. If rt ts not suc-
cessful, we can reach out a helptng hand, but 
thousands of troops, and possibly ltves, are no 
longer necessary. At the same lime, Amenca wtll 
have rts admtrable soldters back at home, and 
Iraq wtll have rts country back. 
Counter point 
by Natalia Santillan 
Lane Tech 
Everyone (in the poliltcal realm) remembers 
the ntght of Nov. 18, 2005 when DemocratiC 
Representative Jack Murtha of Pennsylvanta 
called for an Iraq wtlhdrawal The ntght when 
Republican Representative Jeanne Schmtdt, 
from Ohto, used her famous words, "Cowards 
cut and run, Mannes never do." 
This has set off a bttter light tn our nation's 
capttol over when the troops should come 
home. If one dares to ask, I'd say that an 
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1mmed1ate removal of US troops from Iraq 1s. ~ 
as adequately stated "a rectpe for dtsaster" ~ 
Q. 
X 
Currently, Iraq ts under a weak government w 
There ts also much conflict between the Shute ~ 
lrantans and Sunms, and tnsurgent groups are 41 
prolongtng the conflict. Z 
The US should sttll occupy in Iraq, whtle tt ts 
advanctng tis long term goal of establtshtng 
regtonal domtnatton, to at least lower the rates 
of Insurgent attacks 
Through the news and televtston, you read 
much of the optntons that thts war has "failed," 
but many have not summanzed the dazzltng 
changes that have occurred tn Iraq For one, 
Saddam Hussetn ts gone and ts awatltng tnal 
for hts track record of murder, torture. and 
other major human nghts abuses. 
Schools and hospttals are now runntng, and 
now some people have adopted the constttu-
tlon . Some Sunnts are actually taktng part tn 
the electoral system, and butldtng parttes for 
the Dec 15 national electton. 
Though these movtng changes have occurred, 
the US troop presences ts very sttrnng, and ts 
a cause of the datly tnsurgent attacks. Thought 
thts ts obvtous, but the immedtate removal of 
troops should not be acted upon.nor setting up 
a timetable The results would be devastattng 
Much of the opposttion in Iraq has tncreased 
There are currently 169.000 troops tn Iraq. and 
30,000 foretgn soldters. 
Ftrst. peace should be established and at least 
lraqtan mtlttary force should grow tncreasingly 
to create stable grounds for the government. 
Thereafter, the Amencan troops should depart 
slowly, to not create more 
chaos by tmmediate removal. Setttng up a 
timetable ts not good, tt would be catastrophtc. 
No one knows what wtll happen tn a few 
months, and tf wtlllraq need our troops to set-
tles !terce war wtthtn the country 
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• Complete a journalism major at Loyola's 
Water Tower Campus, off Chicago's 
Magnificent Mile, dose to agencies, 
business and cu lture. 
• Gain hands-on experience through 
available internships. 
• learn professional skills from respected 
journalists. 
• Develop a reporting speciality in 
business, education, political science, 
religion or in any of Loyola's 63 
undergraduate minors. 
• Cultivate problem-solving abilities with 
courses on ethi<:s and values. 
Visit us today! 
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N's 'Nowhere' 
Tackles Tough Issues 
by Vince Dixon 
Gwendolyn Brooks 
"South of Nowhere", digital cable's, The N's newest series does 
its best to present a unique way in dealing with life's social 
issues. 
"Secret Truths, • part 1 of an 11 part series, debuted on The N 
last month. The series tackles many taboo issues such as, racial 
identity, faith, and sexuality. 
The series follows the Carlm family, newbies to Los Angeles 
from Ohio. Spencer, played by Gabrielle Chnstian, is a 16-year-
old tomboy who suddenly begms to question her fam1ly and sex-
uality once in California. Glen (Chris Hunter}, Spencer's older 
jock brother, also faces a difficult time adjusting to city life and 
maintaining a h1gh status amongst his peers. 
The show's racial statements are mostly made toward the char-
acter Clay; played by Danso Gordon (Hangtime, In a Heartbeat), 
the Carhns' adopted an African Amencan son, who quickly finds 
a hard time w1th his hentage and culture once they move. 
Each week the show presents many specific dilemmas most 
high school students wrestle with today. Each week discussion 
guides for parents are posted on the show's website for viewers 
to draw a connection between the matters addressed. 
The senes IS the latest addition to the extensive resume of 
Executive Producer Tom Lynch. Lynch is known for creating and 
producing teen based programs designed to entice imagination 
and thought. He IS responsible for such shows as Romeo, 
Scout's Safari , and The Jersey, each humorous and light heart-
ed, though sets out to challenge stereotypes and misuderstand-
ings with "Nowhere." 
"I like the controversies they have," says Carla Tisdale 16, who 
watch the November Premiere. 
"Nowhere" plays keenly on racial dilemmas. In Ohio, Clay expe-
riences racism from white residents , though also faces it from 
fellow African American peers once In Los Angeles. The peers, 
who Include 17-year-old Sean Miller, who later becomes friends 
with Clay, often challenge him on his '"blackness." 
Other characters also struggle w1th issues of their own, such as 
Ashley Davies (Mandy Musgrave} who, despite rumors, refuses 
to declare a sexuality and Alden Dennison, who hides his sensi-
tivi ty with a jock-like attitude. 
The show's intensely dramatic style is not new to the N network; 
with hit show such as, Degrassi: Next Generation, and Miracle's 
Boys, that also tackle tough social issues and controversies. 
South of Nowhere airs on The N network, Fridays at 7:30 p.m. 
(CT) with special encore episodes during the weekend. 
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Ebo y ar 
The Love Steps; Harper High 
School 
18-year-old Ebony Marshall has developed a business plan 
for a thearupetic dance company called The Love Steps. 
Dancers can learn anything form hip-hop to ballet. 
Marshall offers some helpful advice for teens who are inter-
ested in starting their own business. "If you are truly 1nto 
what you want to do ... Dedication is important... be deter-
mined to get it done. • 
Donald Grayson 
70 Inc. Personal Fitness; School 
of Entrepreneurship 
17-year old Donald Grayson wants you to have the body 
you want w1th his newly developed fitness bus1ness called 
70 Inc. Personal Fitness. Currently, he has a hst of clients 
and he offers aerobic classes at your school. Grayson says, 
"I like seeing people happy with the we1ght they've loss 
while working with me. • 
Kiara Ha • r 
Education to Success; School of 
Entrepreneurship 
16-year-old Kiara Harris developed a business called 
Education to Success. She wants to enhance youth skills 
and provide babysitting services. Her business provides 
tutoring while babysitting 1n a comfortable and safe environ-
ment to 6-month-old bab1es. Harris wants other teens w1th 
bus1ness ideas to get out and pursue it. "If you love your 
idea and believe in it, just do it," she sa1d. 
Seasonal Part-Time 
Package Handlers 
• Hod&klnt UPS • 
(I 294 b I 55 • South Suburbs) 
N•aht Shift· 10pm·3tm 
Sunrht Shtfl • .4am·9"m 
• [ n $8 SO ptr hour w 1 o paten• II pr m n job 
rl.l r.tlllt Nw~" 
• Ccnl!ltt • Wcr SU 11\l<.llt 
• Yfff~ P•ych«~s 
• Vieekelldl orr 
• P 11111 I PM T m Pa<~• 
M t Ulh a1 Sll,OOO n Col tr ncto Allbt.!nct 
f nd ou1 ho.., you c ' qually P o 01m u dt nc1 •PP v 
Stoll Um~ a c ilpVIO• m~te F111 more mf111n ~··oo on 
Mlploytt ~ upportur 1 c1 pi a~ 1pplv o 11 ol 
www.upsjobs.com/chlcago 
Or ell I I 8 8 I UPS JOO • Acetn Cod 4476 
E ayco te 
11What is the most significant 
change you think affects you." 
Send essays to: 
New Expression 
619 S.Wabash 
Chicago, IL 60605 
or email: lenox@newexpression.org 
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Shani Henry, Freshmen, 14 
"Usually, at home, we just sit and watch TV. We have 
the tree. and most people come on over to our house. 
After having celebrated joyfully, we sit around 
together and at the end of the day, when everyone 
wines down from their excitement, everyone wathes the 
TV specials and the younger kids play with what Saint 
Nick gave them." 
Billy Li, Junior, 17 
"On this special occasion, my family and I get 
together and celebrate Christmas together. We have a 
mce, big tree, and that's a funny thing. One memory 
that sticks with me and will forever, is where my 
younger brother brought the tree down and when it 
fell , it broke the window of our house. That was hilarious." 
news 19 
Senator Hillary Rodham Clinton 
speaks to Chicagoan youth 
by Natalia Santillan 
Lane Tech 
Senator Hillary Clinton delivered a keynote 
address at the American Democracy 
Institute's first summit; to reach to youth and 
advocate civic participation and democracy 
on December 3, 2005 held in Roosevelt 
University. 
More than 4,000 young people attended the 
2005 Midwest Regional Summit, 
many of which were from ages 16-45. 
The plenary session arso featured speeches 
by Governor Rod Blagojevich; Juan Rangel, 
CEO of the United Neighborhood 
Organization; William McNary, president of 
USAction, and co-executive director of citi-
zen Action-Illinois; Dr. Charles Middleton, 
president of Roosevelt University; Desiree 
Rogers, president of Peoples Gas and North 
Shore Gas; and john Hart, ADI president 
and CEO. 
A Chicagoan herself, Sen. Hillary Clinton 
focused on the importance of citizen partici-
pation and the critical roles young people 
play in affecting policies and programs the 
impact their communities. 
In the beginning of her 40-minute speech, 
vocal anti-war protestors tried to voice Sen. 
Clinton down by pulling out umbrellas, and 
yelling out "Troops out nowl" They were 
escorted out after a few moments; while 
Sen. 
Clinton said she would answer the question 
of Iraq after her speech. 
"I disagree with those who believe we 
should immediately pull out, and I disagree 
with those who say we should stay there for-
ever. . .. It would be wonderful if we could 
turn the clock back but we cannot," said 
Sen. Clinton after her speech. 
Some of the topics which she spoke fluently 
about were the suicide occurring in the 
Sudan, the importance of voting, the 
changes needed in the electoral system, 
smart energy policies; promoting alternatives 
to energy, 
and the importance youth has on politics. 
"I disagree with 
those who believe we 
should immediately 
pull out, and I dis-
agree with those 
who say we should 
stay there forever ... It 
would be wonderful 
if we could turn the 
clock back but we 
cannot." 
Roxana Ng, a student whom attended the 
summit, said "I loved the experience. The 
turnout to the summit actually surprised me 
because it showed me how much lime and 
thought people put Into their opinions from 
international issues such as the war in iraq, 
to the individuals needs, such as the 
involvement of young people in their com-
munity." 
"Ustenmg to Blagojevich and Clinton speak 
was the most motivating and exc1tmg thing 
that has ever Influenced me. It has driven 
me as a person to get more involved in my 
community, and just listening to them talk 
has convinced me what role young people 
has played in the democratic society. We 
can make a difference, and each dream that 
each speaker has had came true with the 
enthusiasm, effort, and drives to succeed," 
said Roxana Ng about her experience. 
ADI has its nex1 summit take place in 
February of 2006. 
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Sox Sweep to W in World Series! 
~ 
Q) 
z 
by Sophia Lugo 
Lane Tech 
The city of Chicago can now say that 
they have a Championship-winning team. 
Chicagoans have not been able to say 
this since the 1985 Super Bowl 
Champion Bears. 
The Chicago White Sox got it done on 
Wednesday, October 26, 2005. They 
defeated the Houston Astros in four 
straight games. 
This World Series appearance was their 
first one since 1959. It was also 
their first World Series win since 1917. 
Game one of the 2005 World Series 
was at U.S. Cellular Field on October 
22nd. The White Sox bullpen saved the 
game, along with Joe Crede's offense 
and defense. Crede hit a go-ahead 
home run and saved two runs by a pair of 
diving stops. The winning pitcher 
was Jose Contreas. 
Game two was also at U.S. Cellular 
Field on October 23rd. Paul Konerko hit 
a grand-slam in the seventh inning, but 
that wasn't enough. Scott Podsednik hit 
a walk off home run to give the White 
Sox their second win. Neal Gotts was 
the winning pitcher. 
Game three was in Houston, Texas, at 
Minute Maid Park on October 25th. This 
game went on for five hours and 41 min-
utes. The time, as well as, the game's 
14 innings, made it the longest game in 
World Series history. The final score was 
7-5. The winning pitcher was Damoso 
Marte. 
Game four was also at Minute Maid 
Park on October 26th. The White Sox 
won their fourth game in a best of seven 
series to become the 2005 World Series 
Champions. They also became the first 
team to ever win games three and four 
of the World Series on the same day, due 
to their early morning win of Game 3. 
The Final Score was 1-0 and the winning 
pitcher was Freddy Garcia. 
The White Sox had many hours of cele-
bration among themselves and the rest of 
the White Sox organization. They also 
brought the celebration back home to 
all of the fans in Chicago with a ticker 
tape parade and a rally downtown on 
the Friday, following their World Series 
win. 
At the parade, all of the players were on 
top of double-decker busses 
greeting all of the 1.5 million fans along 
the way from U.S. Cellular Field to 
Lasalle and Wacker. 
At the rally each player spoke a few 
words to the fans. Along with the 
players, manager, Ozzie Guillen, general 
manager, Kenny Williams, and owner, 
Jerry Reinsdorf spoke, as well. Paul 
Konerko presented Reinsdorf with the 
final out ball, which is something 
Reinsdorf has waited a very long time to 
receive . 
Reinsdorf, who is also the owner of the 
Chicago Bulls, said that he would 
trade any and/or all of his six basketball 
championship rings for just one 
World Series ring . This win meant a lot 
to him. Mayor Daley, a known Sox 
fan, was also very pleased to have his 
team finally win the World Series 
after 88 years. 
There are no more curses on the South 
Side. Now, with a World Series win 
under their belts, all they could hope for 
is a repeat next season. With 
newly crowned A.L. manager of the year 
Ozzie Guillen returning for another 
season anything is possible. 
Sport Briefs 
Candace Parker Makes Long 
Awaited College Debut 
Candace Parker, a Naperville Central gradu-
ate in 2004, is making her long awaited col-
lege debut. She was the first female tn 
Illinois to dunk. She was also the first 
woman to win the McDonald's All- American 
Game Slam Dunk contest in 2004. Candace 
missed her freshman year at Tennessee due 
to a tom left ACL. She is almost 100 per-
cent sure that she will be starting her first 
college game at the open of the 2005-2006 
NCAA Women's Basketball season. 
Congratulations to all of the 
Chicago Public School City 
Champions! 
Football- Morgan Pari< 
Boy's Cross Country- Lane Tech 
Girl's Cross Country- Lane Tech 
Boy's Soccer- Lane Tech 
Girl's Volleyball- Whitney Young 
Girl's Swimming- Lane Tech 
Boy's Softball- Lane Tech 
sports 23 
Chicago Gets Two New 
Teams 
by Sophia Lugo 
Lane Tech 
C hicagoans can now cheer for two new 
sports teams from two up and coming sports. 
One of these new teams ts the Chicago 
Sky, the new additton to the Women's 
National Basketball Association, (WNBA). 
The other is the sttll unnamed MaJor League 
Lacrosse, (MLL), team. 
The Sky officially JOined the Chtcago sports 
landscape on September 20, 2005. They 
released their name, logo, colors , and uni-
form at a fan appreciation event 
The Sky will begin their tnaugural season tn 
2006. They Will be hosting all of thetr home 
games from The UIC Pavilion. 
The expanston draft for th1s new franchise 
was on November 16, 2005. In this draft the 
Sky acquired 13 players to fill their roster. 
They were able to choose between as many 
as 6 players from each of the other 13 teams 
in the WNBA. 
On the business end of the Sky, they have 
already named thetr Cha1rman, Owner, 
President, CEO, the GM and Head Coach. 
The Chairman and Owner is the Pres1dent 
of one of the nation's largest private commer-
cial real estate developers, Michael Alter. 
The President and CEO, Margaret Stender, 
brings many years of management experi-
ence to the Sky staff. She also played in 
collegiate Division one basketball at the 
University of Richmond. The newly named 
GM and Head Coach, Dave Cowens, played 
for 11 years in the NBA. He played ten of 
his eleven years with the Boston Celtics and 
helped resurrect the Celtic dynasty. 
The Chicago Sky is well equipped to have a 
great first season. They have experienced 
management staff as well as a lot of talent on 
the court . 
The other new team in Chicago is the new 
team for the MLL. The MLL 1s the premier 
professional outdoor lacrosse league. 
The MLL used to have stx orig1nal teams. 
These original teams are all from the East 
Coast. 
The goal of the MLL was to add four new 
teams in a westward expansion to make the 
MLL a "national league" consist1ng of two 
divisions. 
Chicago was named as one of the four 
teams on August 21 , 2005. Other cittes 
included tn this expans1on are Los Angeles, 
Denver, and San Francisco. 
The Chicago team has yet to name a team 
name, logo, colors and uniform. However, 
they will be playing their first season In May 
of 2006. 
The Chicago team had their expansion draft 
on November 1, 2005. They acqUired three 
former number one ptcks in previous drafts. 
Chicago hopes that these former number one 
picks tum into good things for their brand 
new team in Chicago. 
It looks like 2006 will be a very lively year for 
sports In Chicago. With 2005 ending so well 
with the White Sox winning the World Senes 
and the Bears do1ng so well, maybe all of this 
good playing will rub off on the sprouting new 
teams in Chicago. 
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The Truth About Diamonds 
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Whitney Helm 
Young Women's Leadership 
Charter School 
~ A cool, confident, and stylish Nicole 
., Richie sits atop of the A-hst in Hollywood. 
:;; No longer, just the daughter of Lionel and 
~ Brenda Richie or Paris Hilton's former best 
x friend. Thus, with adding yet another title 
w to her name: author. Richie has become 
~ 
OJ 
z 
even more of a role model for teens. 
"I like how she turned her life around and 
isn't ashamed about 1t," sa1d Caitlyn 
Madden, 17, a fan of Richie's. 
"She is someone to look up to," says Jodi 
Randall, 17, who thinks that being Inde-
pendent and assert1ve is what made Richie 
stand out agamst other Hollywood Starlets. 
She proved th1s statement true when her 
book "The Truth about Diamonds" h1t 
stores 1n November 2005, and clearly fans 
are eating 11 up. 
"The only pressure I had 
was I didn't know what to 
write about, so I spoke to 
my dad and he said write 
what you know." 
That was clear on Saturday, November 
19th, 2005, when she had a book s1gmng 
at Borders. Some fans were 1n hne s1nce 
8:30 a.m., as they awa1ted for the1r favorite 
celebnty ,and f1rst t1me author to arnve. 
Bemg both a mov1e and T.V. star d1dn't pre-
pare Nicole for a wntmg career. 
"It was really cool; I never thought I would 
wnte a book ever, but I did what my dad 
does and took a tape recorder and record-
ed ideas that I had, then when I got home I 
typed them up," sa1d R1chie. 
As she embarked on th1s new expenence, 
was there any pressure? Not for her. 
"The only pressure I had was I didn't know 
what to wnte about, so I spoke to my dad 
and he sa1d wnte what you know," says 
R1ch1e. "This book 1s more just a fun read." 
You can expect many great thmgs commg 
from her in the New Year· another book, an 
album and for all of you "Simple Life" fans, 
for now, she's still signed to do it. 
Richie has had a lot of things written and 
said about her in the press, but now she 
gives readers insight into her thoughts in 
the fascinating book "The Truth about 
Diamonds". 
In the book, she introduces Chloe Parker, a 
fun-loving party girl who was adopted by 
"Rock: Royalty" at age seven, and has 
grown up with the Hollywood elite. Chloe 
1s constantly getting attention, both wanted 
and unwanted. She starts out as being 
known, but not famous, though fame has 
never been an issue. Her famous friends 
were the k1ds of rock stars or stars in their 
own right, via reality television. 
Chloe was always viewed as a tag along or 
a source for dirt on her friends in the 
media's eyes until one fateful, or should I 
say unfateful night at one of the hottest 
clubs in L.A. As arch rival Ana Cannon 
entered the club, a "high" Chloe was on the 
nse. Words were exchanged and a mini-
catflght ensued. Suddenly, her tag along 
image was replaced by a front page news 
story. Goodbye unknown, hello fame. 
Chloe appeared 1n every trashy tabloid 
there was because of the fight. Her non-
existence went to being famous in two 
po1nt three seconds; she was everywhere. 
At least some good came out the "tabloid 
frenzy". Chloe and the infamous Simone, a 
former friend, became the new "it'' girls for 
a famous make-up company. A few of 
Chloe's fnends weren't exactly thrilled 
about the Simone pa1ring. You see, Simone 
wasn't exactly the role model type. She 
was more the ant1-role model and proud of 
11. S1mone did anythmg to be in the news-
papers or on Entertamment Tonight. 
Desp1te her fnend's obJections, Chloe 
accepted the deal. From then on, every-
thing 10 Chloe's hfe went from bad to 
worse. 
Drugs, diminishing friendships, and 
paparazzi followed Chloe wherever she 
went. Chloe's hie was getting out of control 
and she finally decided that she had to 
gain that control back. Seeking control was 
becoming increasingly more difficult with 
each day. Will Chloe tum her life around, or 
become just another tabloid rumor? 
Celebrity 
Look-a-like 
Contest 
Send pictures to: 
New Expression 
619 S. Wabash 
Chicago, IL 60605 
lenox@newexpression.org 
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Movie Review: Harry Potter and the 
Goblet of Fire 
by Charity Taitt 
Young Women's Leadership 
Charter School 
Dark and dtfficult times lie ahead. Harry. 
Soon we must all face the choice 
between what is right. .. and what 1s easy 
- Professor Dumbledore 
"Harry Potter and the Goblet of Fire" was 
a b1t of a step downward 1n the series. 
falling to capture the light comed1c 
aspects the other movies d1d. This was 
one of the darkest installments in the 
series of mov1es; the director, Mike 
Newell, captured the mood of the book 
well , bnng1ng the mysterious and dark 
demeanor to life on screen. However, 
throughout the mov1e, the feeling that 
something was missing lingered. What 
was miss1ng was the usual trip to Pnvet 
Drive, and the usual banter between 
Harry, his aunt, and uncle. The mov1e 
gives off a certain feel that all the act1on 
sequences are packed together w1thout a 
proper storyline to follow Though, 11 real-
ly bnngs out the great acting that Emma 
Watson (Hermione Granger), Rupert 
Gnnt (Ronald Weasley) , and Dan1el 
Radcliffe (Harry Potter) can ach1eve. It 
was the most com1ng of age mov1e for 
the young cast, so far. You can see that 
Harry, Ron, and Herm1one are no longer 
children; they are young adults facmg 
challenges like first crushes, and death. 
Ahhh, first crushes come and go faster 
than a one-hit wonder, but unlike a one-
hit wonder, a first crush IS awkward, 
we1rd, and strange. ThiS log1c IS no differ-
ent for our trio, Harry, Ron, and 
Herm1one. For Harry, the first crush faze 
comes full on when he sets his sights on 
Cho Chang (Katie Lueng). Not only is 
Harry awkward around Cho, but formulat-
Ing sentences seemed to be espec1ally 
hard for h1m. Ron is JUSt as bad as Harry; 
he 1s completely sm1tten with all the girls 
f rom the school of Beauxbatons, and has 
suddenly developed a crush on h1s best 
friend, Hermione. Hermione, on the other 
hand, has a bit more luck snagging her-
self, the champion of Durmstrang, V1ktor 
Krum (Stamslav lanevsk1), much to Ron's 
d1sappo1ntment. Most of these feelings 
come to surface the night of the Yule 
Ball. The Yule Ball is an extravagant 
dance, the night of Chnstmas Eve. Ron 
and Harry are out of luck when 11 comes 
to finding dates to the dance. Harry 
asked Cho, but unfortunately she was 
already going with someone else, and 
Ron who asked .. . well , sort of yelled at 
Fleur Delacour (Clemence Poesy) to go 
to the ball was turned down, as well Ron 
and Harry ended up gomg w1th the Patil 
twms, Padma and Parvt1, and Herm1one 
go1ng w1th V1ktor Krum, agam much to 
Ron's d1smay. 
In the begmn1ng we find Harry, Herm1one, 
and Ron's family on the1r way to the 
Quidditch World Cup. During the JOurney, 
we, as well as Harry, are Introduced to a 
portkey in the shape of an old boot. 
Although, I was a bit d1sappomted by the 
lack of the actual OU1dd1tch match, they 
could have actually shown the match 
rather than sk1ppmg nght to the celebra-
tions. Also dunng the OuidditCh World 
Cup, Harry 1s Introduced to the Dark 
Mark and Death Eaters, wh1ch both 
cause h1s scar to burn Incessantly. 
Harry has been chosen by some 
unknown myst1cal force to be the only 
underage contestant 1n the Triw1zard 
Tournament, along with Cedric Diggory 
(Robert Pattmson), the other Champion 
from Hogwarts, Fleur Delacour. the 
champ1on from Beauxbatons, and Viktor 
Krum, the champion from Durmstrang. 
The Triwizard Tournament IS s1m1lar to 
the Olymp1cs, m1nus the poss1bly fatal 
tasks. 
Story contmues on pg. 27 
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_________________ restaurants 
Huey's Hot Dogs on Clark and 
Balmoral .... Good! 
1507 W. Balmoral Ave 
As winter approaches, and the snow comes arising, one can look for-
ward to an affordable place to eat in and be comfortable, right? 
One place to point out is Huey's Hot Dogs; a bright, yellow and red 
joint where the service is pleasant and the food is delicious. This food 
establishment is located in the community of Andersonville, where it is 
found to be quite unique over all the other pricey boutiques and 
restaurants. The service is kind and comfortable. They ask you your 
desired lunch with much kindness and patience. 
The menu offers six kinds of hot dogs, and you can choose your hot 
dog meat to be steamed or charred. You can also choose, if you are 
not in the mood for a hot dog, hamburger or chili. And for all you vege-
tarians, they also include the option of vegetarian meat. How pleasant 
is that? 
The hot dog you eat is not your typical "sitting on the lamplight for 
hour's" type. When you order, they put your order of hot dog on the 
cooker and serve it to you freshly made. It is definitely worth the wait. 
They also serve you a lot; I mean a lot of fries. They also have delight-
ful and freshly made taste, salt not needed. They also have several 
toppings you can choose from; relish, mayonnaise, mustard, ketchup, 
onions, pickles, etc. The result is a Chicago classic -- the charred Hot 
Diggety Dog. As you sit there and enjoy the delicious Vienna, you can 
sit and enjoy the atmosphere in the place, the bright festive yellow and 
red and all the recognition this place has gotten over the years. The 
food is set at an affordable price, for what is close to five bucks. Pretty 
neat, huh? 
You can also order up a simple-but delicious- sundae with nuts. Just 
because it is winter, doesn't mean you should have to eliminate ice 
cream! You can also order to drink a milkshake, and all at an affordable 
price. 
The type of go-ers Huey's gets is of not only youngsters like us, but 
also older folks. If you're looking for a bright, festive, and a not-so-
pricey food joint in the trendy Andersonville area, Huey's Hot Dogs is it. 
And when you are done, I recommend a small visit to all the boutiques. 
What a perfect way to end a stroll in Andersonville. 
The Trends 
By Kaya Flowers 
Lane Tech 
It all started as just a talent show act, but turned into great music 
that people wanted to hear. The Trends is a indie-rock band 
made up of Sergio Santillan, Milan Tomic, Joe Harkin, and Steve 
Romo. The four young men started playing together out of bore-
dom a couple of years ago, but it resulted in more success than 
what was expected. 
In 2003, the guys of The Trends got together to make a song for 
the Lane Tech talent show. With little experience, but a big 
sound, they turned their talent show act into a band that their 
peers admire and love. 
Today, The Trends have performed in numerous shows, most of 
which have raised money for different charities, including the 
Hurricane Katrina disaster. Their fan base has grown, not only to 
their friends, but to outsiders who have heard them and had no 
choice but to rock out to The Trends exclusive sound. After lis-
tening to some of their songs (Toe Tapping Jukebox, Clean 
Getaway, Fake Plastic Woman), it's easy to see that The Trends 
have advanced from just a high school rock band. The group 
has expanded from just four guys with nothing to do; they now 
have fans wanting more, and they have reached their goal of 
making people tapping their toes. 
Q&A with The Trends 
Here is an interview with Steve Romo, the drummer of The 
Trends: 
Kaya: How did The Trends start? 
Romo: It was me, Sergio, and Milan's junior year, and Joe's 
freshman year. We decided we wanted to put something togeth-
er, so in January I got a set of drums and the other guys had gui-
tars. I didn't know how to play the drumsl But June of that sum-
mer, we decided to do one song for the talent show and that was 
going to be our thing. We were just going to jam. 
Kaya: How would you describe The Trends? 
Romo: Basically, it's indie-rock. It's real chill and laid-back. All of 
us are just chill. 
Kaya: Where do you see The Trends in the upcoming years? 
Romo: I don't even know! Hopefully doing bigger and better 
shows! 
By : R. Sarai Martinez 
Big Picture High School 
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entertainment 27 
Harry Potter and the Goblet 
of fire 
continued from pg.25 
This tournament also allows you to 
see that the wizarding community 
is not only limited to Hogwarts. The 
tournament invites two other wiz-
arding schools, Beauxbatons and 
Durmstrang, to join Hogwarts in the 
tournament. 
This tournament consists of three 
deadly tasks: the first task, in which 
each contestant has to retrieve a 
golden egg from a dragon. For 
Harry the first challenge is a bit of a 
wake up call. It's an all out face-off, 
with Harry leaping out of the way of 
giant horns and fiery breaths, and 
then jumping onto his Quidditch 
broom to lead the dragon on a 
chase through the skies of 
Hogwarts. The second task 
involves the black lake and some-
thing special to each contestant. 
Each one of the contestants has to 
dive to the bottom of the black lake 
and obtain something that is of 
special value to them, all without 
being attacked. The 3rd and final 
task proves to be the hardest for 
Harry as he is faced with a large 
labyrinth, which deep inside this 
maze lays the Tnwizard Cup. 
As Harry maneuvers his way 
through the maze, he finds that he 
and Cedric Diggory are the only 
onesle~. Astheyreachthe 
Triwlzard Cup, each at the same 
time, they decide to both take it. 
However, the Triwizard Cup is a 
trap; it's a portkey step up by none 
other than Lord Voldemort. The 
portkey leads our Hogwarts cham-
pions to a graveyard, In which 
Harry Potter's arch nemeses 
returns to full power. thanks to 
Peter Pettigrew, Ron's ex-childhood 
rat, Scabbers. Harry must battle 
Lord Voldemort, wand to wand. A 
Champion falls and Harry's life 
changes forever. All because of the 
Goblet of Fire. 
Overall, this was one of the best 
movies. 
GO SEE IT! 
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